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How do we drive
sustainable research
excellence in a
hybrid future?

%

of Gen Z employees feel they don’t get
sufficient technology training from their
employers.

%

of Gen Z employees say they are likely
to resign within the next year.

“Education is the most
powerful weapon which you
can use to change the world.”
NELSON MANDELA

The PwC Global Workforce Hopes and Fears Survey
recently reported that 18–24-year-old employees
are more likely to feel concerned about being
overlooked for opportunities within their
companies. This group of young adults are
those who joined their workforce in the
pandemic. The survey also found that
this group is less likely to be satisfied
within their jobs. It also reported that
44% of Generation Z workers are
concerned that they are not getting
sufficient technology training from
their employers and 38% is
concerned that their jobs will be
replaced by technology.

With Hybrid working being a
reality, how are we supporting
and growing the skill of these
young researchers? The
youth is missing out on
learning and coaching
opportunities, which they
would have had access to if it
wasn’t for the pandemic and a
hybrid working culture.
Lurinda Maree, a Business Psychologist and
Restoration Specialist explains that: “The impact
of the pandemic on our young adults, all
relatively new to the job market, cannot be
underestimated. These youths have entered
into a space void of personal contact – things
such as lunchtime conversations and
open-door policies – which would have
provided the opportunity for natural
development within a career and workplace.
Things such as peer learning, encouragement
and growth; and building confidence by asking
questions on the go; as well as informal
mentoring by supervisors, managers and
leaders have all been lost due to working from
home. The move to hybrid working is in some
sense perpetuating this new culture of ‘fake it
till you make it – on your own’ by not
acknowledging the need for employee support
in and of itself.”
As SAMRA members we are custodians of the
research industry and we have to take
responsibility of delivering trustworthy research
results. In keeping this sustainable it is
important to teach and mentor this youthful
generation who will become the leaders of the
next generation. Dr Yemisi Bolade-Ogunfodun
of Henley Business school, wrote in a recent
Forbes article, “ Apart from the more obvious
technology-driven work systems, one of the key
areas of change in hybrid work models relates
to the relationship between managers and
employees, which could sometimes be taken
for granted. This is a critical factor in employee
productivity and wellbeing. A hybrid model,
therefore, requires an appropriate system of
support for workers to achieve sustainable
outcomes. Mentorship represents such support
system and allows employees to keep their
eyes on their current and stretch goals while

adjusting to a new way of working and relating
with colleagues”
If we are embracing this new work culture, the
challenge we are facing is to balance face-to-face
and remote engagement to ensure that these
young adults get the right attention at the right
time in their career progression.
Lurinda Maree also advises that: “To have a
development or coaching programme in place is
one thing, but leadership should be actively
engaging in it; and they should be intentional
about creating a culture where people will feel
psychologically safe to be coached / mentored.”
In learning and application there is a golden rule
– I call it the rule of enablement: If you
(manager/leader/supervisor) expect someone
(employee) to do something, the employee
needs to be enabled to do it, otherwise it is an
unfair request. As leadership, assumptions
become the biggest blind spot. The question to
ask yourself is “Are we genuinely enabling our
youth to deal with a hybrid work culture?”
Perhaps go further: “Do we really understand
what is needed to enable a hybrid work culture”.

As June is dedicated to
education and the youth, from
SAMRA we would like to
encourage you to take proactive
awareness in specifically the
Gen Z employees who might just
have missed out on the
coaching opportunities that the
rest of us had. We want to invite
you take the lead in guiding a
culture that will excite the next
generation of researchers, in
order to strengthen and sustain
the value of our industry.
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